
Party Activities! Color-Your-Own
Lemonade Recipe!LEMON, LEMON, ORANGE

Play just like Duck, Duck, Goose:
· Kids sit in a circle and one person is “it”
· The person who is “it” walks around touching each 
 person’s shoulder and saying “Lemon, Lemon, Lemon” 
 until they randomly choose to say “Orange”
· The person who is tapped when “it” says ”Orange” 
 has to get up and run and tag “it” before “it” claims 
 the open seat
· If “Orange” tags the person who is “it,” then that 
 person has to continue with “Lemon, Lemon, Lemon” 
 and tag someone new
· If “it” manages to steal the open seat left by “Orange,” 
 then “Orange” becomes the new “it”

MUSICAL CHAIRS
· Count out how many kids are participating, and 
 put out the same number of chairs minus one
· Play music and have the kids circle around the chairs
· When the music stops at random intervals, the kids
 have to claim the nearest chairs
· Whoever doesn’t end up in a chair is “out”
· Remove a chair everytime someone goes “out” and
 continue playing until only one person is left—
 that’s the winner!

LEMON AND SPOON RACE
Played just like Egg and Spoon Race:
· Line up all the kids on one side of 
 the room
· Give each of them a spoon to balance
 a lemon on
· Whoever is the � rst to run to the other
 side of the room without dropping
 their lemon wins!

Party Activities!

INGREDIENTS:
· 1 cup freshly squeezed lemon juice
· 3/4 cup sugar
· 4 cups water
· Fresh cut blueberries, kiwi, 
 pineapples, and raspberries
· Blue, green, and red food coloring
· Ice cubes

INSTRUCTIONS:
Makes 6 servings
· In a large pitcher, combine 
 lemon juice, sugar, and water; 
 stir to dissolve the sugar.

· Match the food coloring to 
 the same color fruit to make 
 the rainbow lemonades: blue 
 food coloring with blueberries 
 in it, green food coloring with 
 kiwi in it, plain lemonade with 
 pineapples in it, and red food 
 coloring with raspberries in it.

· Add ice cubes and serve fresh!
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